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At the South East corner of one of Philadelphia’s premier residential piers along Delaware Avenue, three existing
side-by-side condos were structurally and architecturally transformed into one 6,000 square foot home. The structural
transformations at this historic Philadelphia waterfront building provided the required canvas for the architectural vision
of this home to be realized.
The new home spans over two existing floor levels. The nature of the original superstructure and the subsequent
adaptive re-use design (1980s) created unique structural challenges yet budgetary concerns required elegant and
practical solutions. In the adaptive re-use design of this structure in the 80s, additional floor levels were added to this
building by the way of hanging new structural steel framing from existing available floor/roof framing which were
originally design for much heavier live loads. The 1980s design created new multi-spliced wide flange girders, hung
from the original structure, creating new floor plates using open-web steel joists at close spacing, supporting metal
form deck and concrete topping slab. Multiple structural surveys, gathering of historical and existing building data and
drawings, and creating a model of all existing conditions was performed at the initial phase of design.
Our firm had to modify this already hanging structure which still carried load in other areas of the building not in scope
of our work. To achieve this, we had to account for the hanging floor’s global stability, stiffness and strength while
attaching new framing members to both the 1980s and the original 1920s framing and create multiple new off-set
levels, all the while ensuring that all the new work was also supported from above (hung) and not from below (post
downs). Various floor levels were removed (and at some areas expanded) in varying geometries to provide double
height spaces at the kitchen and dining areas. The architectural design now would allow for an operable 30 foot long
partition that completely opened the kitchen area to the waterfront deck, while the modifications at the window wall had
to be coordinated with Philadelphia Historic Commission in order to preserve the building’s original facade.
The architect’s grand design vision mostly cleared out the existing 2nd floor level to create a master suite at the main
entrance floor. Floating structural stairs, hanging and cantilevering platforms, and exposed structural elements created
a design to “celebrate the floor-to-floor relationship to the home and to open up views within the interior spaces as well
as the outside” – As noted by the Architect. A massive and heavy curve-a-linear wood ceiling, seeming continuously
and uninterrupted, rises from the kitchen walls and forms ceiling geometry that mimic the movement of the water on
the river just outside. The ceiling is in itself an architectural and structural statement.
Unique Analysis and Design Aspects:
1.Threading the needle with an Hss14x10, designed to stringent deflection criteria in both x-x and y-y axes, resisting
high winds coming from the river, and supporting a 30 ft long nanawall. End support connections to a vertical ‘ledger
column’ and to an already busy existing connection were detailed and reviewed with special consideration.
2.Overall stability design considerations due to modification of existing hanging floor plate and limited architectural
spatial availability for required bracing forced us to provide localized reinforcement of existing framing and designing
for stiffness of any and all new framing members to provide required stability bracing.
3.Modification of existing joists (reinforcement, span reduction, joist seat design, etc…), hung WF members, and
providing new girder supports / infill framing elements to create multi-level zones, with almost no deflection or
additional depth tolerances, required in depth analysis of existing member, even considering elevational placement of
new loads with respect to the depth of a new/existing member.
4.Design of two partition walls supporting a CFMF floor expansion area as strapped braced walls to not only provide
lateral stiffness to the expanded diaphragm, but to also carry the stiffness to the edges of the modified hung diaphragm
through careful detailing.
5.The hung curve-a-linear ceiling methodology was carefully coordinated with the design team. At the highest level,
vertical threaded rod hanger spacings were chosen in a manner that reduced reinforcement requirements of existing
framing above. The placement of the hangers in desired spacing and location was achieved with Unistrut framing
between the existing framing members. To create the curvature, heavy gauged CFM tracks were utilized. In order to
provide continuity in the tracks, their flanges could not be cut in order to create the curvature. Rather specialized
equipment was used to crimp the legs of the tracks and the final capacity of the tracks were calculated. Bending of the
track flanges were also calculated as the rods attach to one flange and the ceiling to the other.
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